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A N N A  WÓJCIK*
SOME PROPERTIES OF SO LU TIO N S 
OF THE HEAT E Q U A TIO N
Abstract. In  this paper we investigate some properties o f solutions of the heat equation. 
Their basic properties are established in [3]. Our object is to  prove some partial distribution function 
inequalities for the area integral which can be used to  study the local and the global behavior 
of solutions of the heat equation. Theorem 3 shows that the area integral A and the nontangential 
maximal function N  are remarkably closely related. The method used in this paper is based on 
the treatment of analogous problems for harmonic functions in [1].
A function u ( t , x ) defined on a domain D cz Rn+ l = {(t, x) e R"+1 \t > 0} is
called a solution o f  the heat equation on D if i=  1, . . . ,» ,  and —  are con-
dxf at
tinuous on D and satisfy the equation
n
E d2u du
< * r a r - °
i = 1
Introduce the following notations:
A 2(x )  =  Aa(x)  =  J J  S~ 2'|V j,u(s, y )|2dj/ds, 
r(x)
N (x) -  Na (x) =  sup |u (s , j0| ,
(5,}’) e r(X)
where f ( x )  = I \  (x) -  {(s, y) e Rn+ 1: |x -  y\ < a s / s } . Let R  be a measurable sub­
set of R"+h 1 and A K the nonnegative function on Rn defined by
A r ( x )  = j j  s~^\Vyu(s ,  j ) |d j ;d s .  
r(x)r\R
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If r ( x ) r *R  is nonempty, let
N R(x) =  sup |u ( s , j> ) | ,  DR( x ) =  sup V s \Vy u ( s , y ) |,
(s,y) 6 T(x)nR (s,y)er(x)nR
otherwise, let NR(x) = DR(x) =  0.
In the following theorem, m( A R >k)  denotes the Lebesgue measure of the 
set of x e R n satisfying A R(x) > A. Similarly m( NR > A) and m{DR > A). Throughout 
the remainder of this paper c denotes a positive constant whose value may change 
from line to line.
THEOREM  1. Let G be an open bounded subset o f  R" and R the interior o f the 
complement o f  (J r(x).  Let a >  1 and /? >  1. Then
x$G
(2) tn(A R >  A) sj cm(cNR > A) + cm (cDR >  A) 
fo r  all A > 0  satisfying
(3) m ( A R >  A) <  a m( AR > ffX).
The choise o f c depends only on a, /j, n and a.
(The theorem is also true with G unbounded; this follows easily from the bounded 
case since AR, NR and DR increase as R increases).
Similarly as Theorem 2 in [1] the proof is based on the following lemma:
LEMMA 1. Suppose that G is an open bounded nonempty subset o f R" and that 
F  is its complement. Let a > 1 and suppose that E is a measurable subset o f G satisfying 
m(G) am(E). Then there is a ball B <= G, with at least one o f  its boundary points 
in F, such that
(4) m (B) sS cam (E n  B ) .
The choise o f  c depends only on n.
P r o o f  o f  T h e o re m  1. We may assume, without loss of generality that a =  1. 
Suppose that A satisfies (3). Let A Rc be defined similarly as A R, where
Kc =  { 0 , y ) e R  : t > c} for e > 0.
Then A Ki -> A R as s -> 0 and the inequality
(5) m (ARl >  A) <  am (ARt >  pX)
holds for all small e >  0. Note that A Rs is a continuous function vanishing outside 
of G. Therefore, G0 =  >  A'} is an open set whose closure is contained in G.
Let
E =  {ARl. ^ PX, N Rl < yX , DRm =% dX]
where y and 5 are positive numbers to be Chosen later. Then, by (5), 
m (G0) ^  am (E) + am (NRt > yX) + am (D ^  >  Ć>A).
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We shall show that
(6) am (£) ^  — m  (C0)
provided y  and S are suitably chosen, the choice depends only on a, /? and n. The 
desired inequality follows:
m  (G 0) <  2am  ( N Rc >  y X ) + 2 a m  (DRc >  <5 A) .
Suppose that (6) does not hold. Then m(G0) <2oan(E) and, by Lemma 1, there 
is a ball 5<=G0, with at least one of its boundary points not in G0, such that
m  (B) < a0 m  (E r \B) ,
where a0 =  2ac(4) (c(4) denotes the constant c from the condition (4)). We can 
assume that B is centred at the origin and has unit radius. Let V  be the interior 
of the set R“+h 1 -  (J r (x ) .  Then the closure of Vt =  {0, x) e V: t >  e} is contained
xtB
in R. Choose 0 <  // <  — so that the ball B0 with centre at the origin and radius
1 — 2>; satisfies
m ( B 0) „  V i  
—— - =  l - ( 2 a 0) \  
m(B)
Then, letting E0 = E r \B 0, we have
(7) m (B) < 2a0 m (£ 0) .
Let W = [J r (x )  n  Vt , then W  <= Vt . Observe that
xeE0
(8) |u ( s , v)| <  !'■» V s  |V , u ( s , j’)| <  <5A
for all ( j, y ) e  W, hence for all (s , y )  e 6W (because indeed, these inequalities hold 
for all («, >’) in r ( x ) n  Re if x e E0).
Now consider the integral Ajv (x). For a suitable S, the choice of which depends 
only on a, p, and n, we shall prove that
(9) A w ( x ) ^  — (P — I) a , x e  E0 .
To prove this, we fix x e E 0 and observe that
P~A~ ^  A r J x )  < A w ( x ) + A l inr X^0^ (x)+AuinI-(X0^ (x)+Au2( x ) +Al 3(x),
where
«i = {0> y)eRc ■ M < V s-1 , s > 1}
= {(*. : |y| > V s - l , s >  1}
u3 = {(s, y ) e R c :(s,  y ) $ W , s  Ś  1} 
and x 0 is a boundary point of B, not in G0. Using the last remark we have 
A^,n/ ( X0) ( x )  ^  Ar(X0)nRQ(x )  ^  ^  A2.
1
By (8) we prove
—n
A in r ( x 0) (*) = JJ ^1  VXs'>->;)|2dsdyT(i)nu,nr-(^)
T - i
and similarly
<<52A2
<(52A2 J J j 2  dyds =  C(52A2, 
1 M c v .- i
\y-x0\»Vs
^ u 2 ( x ) =  J J  J 2  \ V yl l{S,  ^ ) | 2 d 5 d j <  
r(x)C\u2
go n n
|  |  sT 1-  ■1 dy ds =  c<52! 2 |  ds =
= c<52;.2 f  -jj- s j -  f - ds < c,52;.2 f  Ą- = c52i 2.
? s2 + i [s 2 + ( s - i ) 2] i  s
We now use the fact that x e B 0 . This means that |x| < 1 —2rj and if (i, v) £ m3, 
then t]2< s <  1. Therefore,
A l (x) =  J J s 2 |Vj, u ( s , j’) |2 d.s dy  < 62/l2 J J s 2 ~ 1 dj> ds =  c<52A2
«3 nrw
using the fact that G is a bounded set. The last estimates (after choosing of a suitable <5) 
imply the inequality (9). Now using (9) and Green’s theorem we have
()S2 — 1) A2m (£ 0) < 2 J A ^ ( x ) d x  ^  c J J |Vyu ( s , j') |2dsdy =
V
-iJJESKb-i — 1
=  1  [* f  7 ,  ^yT COS^ ’ v) d(T~  j*  w2 c o s ^ ,  v )d f f j .
aiv i = i
The fact that a(d W)  <  cm(B) (where c  denotes the measure of the surface area of W), 
(8) and (7) give
(P2 — 1) X2m(E0) < |  p ^ < 7 ( W ) + y 2A2<7(dWoJ <
< c(y<U2 + y2A2) m(B)  «S 2a0 c(y<5A2 + y 2A2) m(E0).
This gives a contradiction for y suitably small.
Introduce the following notation:
K  (x )  =  sup |u ( s , y )  -  h (sy, j ) |
(s,y) e r ( j ) n S
if r ( x ) r \ R  is not empty, otherwise let N R(x) =  0, where (sy, y ) is the point on the 
upper boundary of R  directly above (s , y ) : sy = sup {5 : (s, y) e R}.
THEOREM  2. Let G be a bounded open subset o f  R n and R the interior o f  the 
complement o f  1J r (x ) . Let a > 1 and p > 1. Then
x*G
(10) >  A) ^  cm (cA r > /.) + cm (cDR > A) 
fo r  all A > 0 satisfying
(11) m(N°R > k) <am( N° R > pX).
The choice o f  c depends only on a, /?, n and a.
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3 in [1].
Now let Nb k{x) be defined by
N„,k (x) = sup |u(s,>-)|,
(s,y) e r bk(_x)
where r b(.v) =  {(?, y) : \ x - y \  < b x ' t . 0 < t <k } ,  b and k  are positive real numbers. 
We define similarly Abtk and Dbik.
LEM M A 2. Let G and R  be as in Theorems 1 and 2 and let k  be a positive 
number such that a \ 'k  is not less than the diameter o f  G. Let b =  2a. Then
(12) DR ^ c N bk,
(13) DR ^ c A bk,
and the choice o f  c depends only on n and a.
Therefore in Theorem 1, (2) can be replaced by
(14) m ( A R > X) 4, cm(cNb k > k , G )
and in Theorem 2, (10) can be replaced by
(15) m ( N R > A) < cm(cAb k > A, G)
(the comma denotes the intersection).
k  / -  
P ro o f . The height of R  does not exceed h = —  \ if ( s , x ) e R ,  then
<  inf{[x->’| : y  <£ G} <  a \fh . Therefore DR ^  Da h. By Lemmas 1 and 2 of [3] 
Da,h ^ c N b'k and Da h ^  cAbik. Accordingly, (12) and (13) follow. Because both 
N r and Dr vanish off G and are dominated by cNbtk the right side of (2) is dominated 
by the right side of (14). A similar comparison holds for (10) and (15).
As in Burkholder and Gundy paper [1] we can establish 
LEM M A 3. Let b >  a>  0. Then, fo r  all A >  0,
(16) m (N h > A) ^  cm (N a > X).
a
The choice o f  c depends onlv on n and ratio — .b
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Now let <X> be any function on [0, oo] such that 0 <  <P(1) <  oo and
b
0 (b) =  J ę(X)dk,  0 < b < oo 
0
for some nonnegative measurable function ę  on (0 , oo) satisfying the growth 
condition
(17) (p(2X)^cę(X)
(the examples of such functions can be found in the paper [1]).
THEOREM  3. Under the above conditions
(18) J <${A)dx c j  &(N)  dx .
R n R n
I f  the left side o f  (18) is finite, then lim u(s , y)  exists, and is finite and constant,
S ~ *  oo
fo r  x  e Rn. I f  u is normalized so that this limit is zero, then the converse inequality 
holds:
(19) J <P(N)dx<c  j  &(A)dx .
R “ R n
The choice o f the constants in (18) and (19) depends only on n, a and the growth 
constant c in (17).
To prove this we need the following lemma (see [1]).
LEMMA 4. Let f : Rn -> [0, co] be measurable with compact support. Let <J>
a.
be as in Theorem 3 and suppose that a > l ,  [I > 1, 0 <  7 <  — , and
<p (J3a) < A >  0 .
Then
J 0 ( f ) d x  < J ę(X) m ( f  > A)dA,
R" A
where
A  =  {A >  0 : m ( f  > A) <  a m ( f  > fiX)} i
P ro o f  o f  T h e o re m  3. We apply the lemma to f  = A R for R  and G as in 
previous theorems. Notice that A R vanishes outside of G. Let P =  2, y = c (the 
constant from the growth condition (17)) a = 4y. Then, by Lemma 4,
(20) j  <P(Ar )dx  ^  a j  <p(X) m ( A R > A)dA,
R " A
where A  is the set of all A >  0 satisfying (3). By Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 (inequality 
(14)) and Lemma 3 (inequality (16)) we get
m (A r > A) < cm (cNhtk > A, G) 4  cm (cNb >  A) ^  cm (cNa > A), 
hence using Fubini’s theorem we infer that the right side of (20) is no greater than 
a J p(A) cm(cN > A)dA =  c<x J ®(cN)dx  < c J <P(N)dx.
0 R n R"
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Therefore, (18) holds with A replaced by A R. Now let R / R"^ 1. By the monotone 
convergence theorem, (18) follows.
Now we consider the converse inequality and let b =  la. Using the same pattern 
of reasoning as above, here, in conjunction with Theorem 2, we obtain
(21) j <P(N°R)d x  < c j  &(Ab) d x .
K" K'<
We assume that the right side of (21) is finite and we show first that u(t,  0) con­
verges as t -> oo. We restrict our attention to the regions R = R,  corresponding 
to G =  B(0,  a \ / 1) =  {.v: |x |<<7\/?}. Suppose that x  is any point in Rn and that 
\x\ < a  \?s < a  \ / z  < a  \Jt. Then (s ,0 ) and ( r ,0 )  belong to r ( x ) n / i  and it follows 
from the definition of N% that
|u ( s , 0) - u ( z , 0)| ^  |m ( s , 0 ) - » ( / ,  0)| +  \u ( z ,  0 ) - u ( t , 0)| <  2 N R ( x ) . 
Therefore,
d =  — lim sup |m(s, 0) — u ( z ,  0)| ^  lim inf N R(x),
2 S,2->CO I -> J .
and by Fatou’s lemma and (21), we have
j  0 ( 0 ) dx < c |  <P(A^)dx <  oo,
R" R“
which gives <P(S) = 0. Therefore, (5 =  0 and this implies that u(s ,0)  converges as 
s -» oo. Using the mean value theorem and (13), we have that
j _  _i_ 
|m (s ,^ ) -m (s ,0 ) | |>>|supDR(x0) < cAb(x0) s ~ 2 \y\,
<> o
provided |.v0— y\ < a \  s and |x0| <  a \Js. Since Ab(x0) is finite for at least one x0,
lim |m (s , y) — u ( s , 0)| =  0 ,
S ~ *  00
and the convergence is uniform for y  e  5(0 , r). This proves the existence, finiteness, 
and constancy of the limit of ti(s, •) as s -» oo. From now on, assume this limit is 0. 
Let
fr,R0 0  =  sup {|m( s , y ) ~ u  (sy , y)\ : ( s , y ) e T(x) n  R , \y\ < r } ,
L  (x) =  sup {\u ( s , y) | : ( s , y)  e jT (x) , \y\ <  r } .
As usual, if the sets are empty, f . iR(x) =  f r(x) =  0. Then f r R <  and lim f r_R =  / r ,
t ~ *  oo
lim f r — N. Using (21) and Fatou’s lemma, we obtain
r~* co
j  0 ( N ) d x  < c J 4>(Ab) dx .
R>> R"
Observe that by Lemma 3 we have the complete proof of Theorem 3.
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